A Temporary Road for Sensitive Environments


DURA-BASE® has been engineered to give safe access over sensitive terrain and to protect the landscape, plant and wildlife as well. As a Southern Louisiana product that works in wetlands and swamps nearly every day, you could say DURA-BASE® was “born on the bayou.” Today our mats have proven safe for environments all over the world, from the jungles of Peru to the Alaskan tundra and many of the deserts, wetlands, forests and farms in between.

DURA-BASE® provides safe access over soft and shifting soils where no road exists or inadequate subgrades make it impossible to gain safe access. The mats are made from a durable thermoplastic insuring strength, uniformity and an extremely long service life. Once the mats are laid in place and locked together, they form a sturdy, continuous network that distributes the weight of passing vehicles or resting loads across an extensive surface.

The use of two crewmembers and a forked-equipment loader make installation and removal simple. In extreme environments, where equipment cannot touch the ground surface at all, the mats can be installed one in front of the other while driving over previously laid mats.

DURA-BASE® is designed with special safety features that help protect personnel, equipment and the environment from damage. Anti-static and UV-inhibitors extend the life and utility of the mats. The non-skid tread pattern enables tracked or wheeled vehicles to stop, turn and maneuver with ease. Twist-lock fasteners interconnect the mats to bring stability, convenience and versatility to the matted area with a variety of connection points for multiple mat configurations.

Expert site evaluation and technical support is available. For rental or purchase information, call 1-877-MAT-ROAD or visit www.NewparkMats.com

FOR SITES REQUIRING LIGHT-WEIGHT ACTIVITIES, ASK US ABOUT BRAVO® MAT SYSTEM.

A Product of Newpark Mats & Integrated Services, The Leader In Temporary Road & Jobsite Technology For More Than Four Decades.